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FOREWORD

This paper is the fourth in a series of discussion papers prepared for

a study of Canadian science,education being undertaken bythe Sctence.

Council of Canada, under the direction of its Science and Education

Committee. The study, which began in._ thg_sloing of 1980, has three

overall aims: .

. to establish adocumented basis for describing-the present
purposes and general characteristics of science teaching in
Canadian schools;.

. to conduct an historical analysis of science education in
Canada;

..to stimulate active deliberation concerning, future options for'
science education.

As this third aim suggests, the Science Council has, at present,

no collective view on 'desirable directions for science education in

Canada. However, ftwordei to develop such a view, it is actively

soliciting a diversity of opinions. It is intended that these view-

points, expressqd in the form.of disCussion papers and disseminated as

widely as possible, will prompt.science educators and others to review

current poliCies and practices. By sharing in these deliberations and

at the same time conducting a. systematic inquiry into current and past

policies and practices, the Science Council hopes to acquire a good

understanding of the state and needs of science education in this

country; and thereby make constructive recommendations.

5
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Earlier -papers in this series have stressed the importance of

certain objectives-for science educatbn which, it has been claimed,

.are absent from programs in Canadian, schools.. James. Page, in A Cana-
.

dian Context for Science Education, focused on the potential of science

courses to contribute to improved national awareness. .Glen Aikenhead,

by contrast, thought science should be taught in such a way that

students learn about its relevance and limitations in regard to social

and political problems. The tnird paper,' An Engineer's View of Science

Education, by Donald George, suggests that the intellectual processes

of the en:ineer should be considered at least as important -as those of

the scientist when the objectiVes of science teaching are being formu-

I This paper takes a somewhat. different approach; it re-ekamines an

objective long considered by science teachers to be important. R'ugh

Munby, an experienced teacher and teacher educator, takes a fresh look

at what it means to try to get students to think' critically and

S-clentifically. Illustrating his argument liberally with transc.lbed.

excerpts froM actual .instances of teaching, he argues .a. case for' what

he calls "intellectual independence" as an important-aim for all

science teaching.

It must be stressed that .the views expressed .in this discussion

paper are those of the aOthor, and not necessarily those of the Science.

Council or its Science and Education Committee. However, in publishing

the paper, Council believetithat a well- argued position has been set

out, and that discussion amongst a wider audience can benefit both the

study and Canadian,sience education, in general.

James M. Gilmour,
Director of Research,
Science CoUncil of Canada
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'INTRODUCTION'

ti

Although I am an avid cdllector of lesson tapes and transcripts, I have

no'such precise records of my own performance as a high school science

teacher. Yet, I vividly remember one piece of my teaching. There I

was, a newly arrived immigrant to Canada, a novice teacher in every

sense,' about to begin one of my first chemistry classes. Oh, I was a

science teacher, all right; I sported'a freshly laundered lab coat and

stood- resolutely behind the teachePs laboratory bench. I possessed
' the signs of authOritysand the security -these offer their owner but,

more than that, as an officially certified science teacher I believed I,
,

really knew what was. what in the material world. ,Almost as if this

pomposity was not enough, I announced dramatically, and inmy thickest

British accent, "Even if you learn 'Nothing else in this class, at
le4st you will learn how to think ;' (or something like that). I then,

launched into orbitals and atomic structure, leaving everyone else in

the room far behind. Perhaps.what is most irksome abOut this distress-

ingly permanent Memory'is that I came soon afterwards 'to realize that I

hadn't the faintest idea of what I meant by "learning to think" or by

"thinking." I

'Thinking - and I know I shouldn't say this - thinking ought to be

on every educator's mi -nd. Indeed, if we all scrupulously followed the

slOgan-like aims of education promulgated by every school board in the

country,

"think."

we would be up to our 'necks trying to get our students to.

Punning aside, we recognize the gravity of the challenge to

7
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get our Student's 'to think, to think critically, and even to think
scientifically. Certainly it is abundantly clear to me- that' science

education fails if it doesn't tackle the matter of thinking.

However; if we AloWt.git a firm grip,. on what +,e mean by "thinking

critically" or "thinking scientifically,'' these phrases will become

vacuous slogans quite beyond translation_ into teaching methods and
\carriculum _materials. In my view, we !lave, enough educational slogans

and, because I judge "scientific thinking" and "critical flunking" too
'important to be cast around offhandedly, I will a61.44 hew kvery .funda-

mental and specific aspect of these terms can and mu be embi.aced 'its

the. discourse of science teaching. itself.
\.\ .

I shall _begin by showing hOW urgent is the task 'of getting. clear

about scientific thinking. Simply, knowledge in science 1S\growin4 in

a way that makes it imperative for everyone to know, how:\to handle
t , N.knowledge itself. I will then .turn to a general theme of this' paper:

there is 'much more to scientific- thinking (or critical thinking. in
science) than puzzlesolving and-logic-wielding. Here, I will purpoSe7

. .

fully avoid a detailed. philosophical and psychological treatise on the''.

nature of thinking and, instead, concentrate on some straightforward

examples of what Nems .to pass for thinking. These examples show that

our conventional ways of talking abdut "thinking" in science education

are inadequate,to the task of showing us 'what, fundamentally, students

have to know at base in order to think scientifically.

Next, we need to consider what scientific knowledge is all about.
On this, we can build some ideas about what it means to hold scientific

knowledge, the essential points being illustrated with extracts from
science teaching. This leads us to see what has to be provided in
science teachipg so we can be sure that youngsters have at least the
chanbe to think scientifically.'

1

Because I understand that one purpose of a paper li e this is to. ,

. promote discussion, I will end with a number of possible discussion

9.
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points from the topics I cover. My hope is that these, together with
some practical investigations and suggestions, will, not limit

ditcusslor, but will lead to spirited interchanged.
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TIIIIJNOWLEDGE EXPLOSION, A PROBLEM FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS ,

If the seventies are remembered for anything, they should be remembered

for hoiithey confronted'us with deep and seemingly intransigent prob-

lems: the poisoning of ourselves and our environment, the ethics of

genetic engineering,, the certain depletion of fossil fuels, the uncer-

tain promise of nuclear energy, and the 'knowledge explosion." All are

science-related and demand thoughtful .solutions by &populace which can

make sense of scientific information and judge it. But, for my money,

the Problem that weighs most heavily on the shoulders of science

teachers and. curriculum developers at all levels 6f education is-the

'so-called knOwledge explosion.
r,

Personally, I have a distaste for using phrases like "knowledge

explosion" without getting some fix on the extent of the problem

apparently conveyed by the expression. So, with the expert help of a

research librarian at Queen's Uni4ersity, I attempted' to gauge the

extent of the growth. The findings were sobering. For instance:

. The total number of documents cited in Chemical Abstracts
grew from 239 687,in 1967 to 306 906 in 1980. .

. Im 1927, Biological Abstracts cited 14 506 documents; the
estimate for 1980 was 162 500.
The subject of "Quantum Mechanics" in Chemical Abstracts, --

which elicited 634 papers in 1967, had burgeoned to an estimated
1180 papers in 1980.

. There are between 8 to 10 million pages of printed.matter on
science and technology topics added annually to our collected
stock, according to a member of the USSR Academy of Sciences.

LI
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I really have no idea how science teachers are meant to cope with

all this information and keep sufficiently alert to developments in

their subject so that they can, offer contemporary, knowledge to stu-s

dents. It is equally staggering to contemplate the additional amount

of information that our high school and University graduates Will face

during the course of their adult and professional lives: HoW will they

cope? The typical way of addressing this problem is to suggest that we

need to get students to o-think critically about sc*entific informatton

so that they can deal with it intelligently. I agree wholeheartedly,
4 I

but I.don't agree that our usual ways of construing critical or scien-

tific thinking are going to be helpful. They may be downright mislead -

ing.
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I I I TAKING A LOOK AT THINKING

o

What we mean by"thinking" is ambiguous and obscure's... Traditionally,

the term "thinking" has been used to embrace a wide variety of mental..
processes;--frotche meanderings -of._ the mind while, we walk along the

street,_- to-the -more disciplined Mental activities we believe we engage

-in when we play chess, Argue with our colleagues, and teach. Because

-4.4,1not po§iibleto -*vide' a broadly satisfying definition of
Jr "

t hl i n g si n this papett'i provide .a few .examples of the term's

-use. From these at least we might uncover a sense of What we think. we

.,;OO.when we think:

bead Philosophers and Other fuzztei

A. ship is twice as 'old 'as its boiler was when_the ship,wa'§ as
old as the boiler is. The sumof their ages equals 49 years,.

How old is the ship and how old is the boiler?

Puzzles like tills are intriguing. They take a bit of work;, yet we can

solve them once we have 'hit upon the Tight way to use the rules and

algorithms'. In some puzzles the rules4-are less than obvious. In

cryptic crossword puzzles, 'for example, there are rules. -,"A

helpei" in seven letters is :"abettor," but what rules are used to sdive

"uneiritiedxformer., philosopher at start of day"?

Sticking to rules,, then, is a feature of thinking, but sticking, to

rules overzealously can cause difficulties when puzzles or problems
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13*'

require "breaking set." For instance: "There is three errers in this

sentence." Can.you'find thNn? And, in the figure below, move jult one

match so that the left-hand side of the equation equals the right.

(There ale two quite different splu.dons.)

a _

One might object that puzzles like these don't arise id science

teaching. But they do. We all know that getting youngsters to balance

chemical equations, compute the urrent thrOugh, a simple circuit,

determine_the velocity of a fricti nless vehicle on an inclined plane,

and so forth, are part and parcel f t business of teaching science.

For instance, take the following segment from the beginning of a grade

13 lesson*:

Teacher: 1s2 2s2 2p5. And what will that be?

Michael:' Fluorine?

Teacher: That would be the fluorine atom, eh? And so the
fluorine ion?

(Them is a pause followed by a'few indistinct mumblings.)

Betty: Six.

Teacher: Sik. Neon? Betty, since you are doing so

(The lesson continues..)

* The names have been changed, but actual transcripts are used inthis
paper.

14
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Puizle-Solving, if you will, is certainly one aspect of thinking,

although-the concept of thinking is broader.

4

Tests of Thinking in Genral'

The scope 'of what might be meant by "thinking" is evident in the vast

quantity of test materials that have been developed with the specific

intent of measuring aspects of thinking ability., The following two

items appear in the Canadian version of a widely used intelligence

test:

Cause and effect, means and ends, seed and
cannot be severed. .

(A) caution (B) thought (C)I.frut (D) science
. (E) philosophy ..

A table model radio set i5 made to sell for $29.75. The dealer's -

cost is 60 per cent of the established selling price. What is the
dealer's gross profit per-set? .

(A) $17.85 (B) $48.58 (C) $11.90 (D) X48.65
--,
,.....

(E) None, of these
.

,

These items lean heavily upon concepts and vocabulary. True, ore

cannot answer the second item correctly without some ability to manip-

ulate numbers, but success deMands a comprehension of the interrela-

tionships of the concepts "cost," "gross profit," and "selling price:".

It is this sort of understanding of relationships among concepts which

along-with-other-thtngs, in the Miller Analogies Test. The

following example is not untypical and plainly shows how difficult it'

is to generate test items that are free Of cultural or other bias.

inmgine'an immigrant struggling with this one:

Palm: Atlantic :: Beach

(A) Pacific (B). Shrub . (C) City -(D) Tree

There are, of course, many variants of this type of testing, and a

legitimate complaint might, be that items of this sort fail -to tap our

15
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abilities to pierce arguments for their flaws and strengths. To some,

these abilities' are the constituents of critical thinking, and they are

. well represented in tests bearing that name. The Watson-Glaser Test of

Critical Thinking has subtests designed to measure inference, recog-

nition of assumptions, deductions, interpretation, and evaluation of

arguments.' In-the following item, for example, wed are asked to judge

if the conclusions do or do not follow:

A report of the US census states that during 1940 there were
approximately 1 656.000 marriages and 264 000 divorces granted.

Conclusions:

(A) Getting a divorce is a quick and easy matter-in the
-United States.

(B) If the above ratio still holds true, then about six
timesas many people get married each year as
divorced,,--

(C) The'divorce rate in the US is much too high.

.

In another test, we area asked to determine if.there 4s sufficient or

insufficient information for ttie conclusion given:

A student placei two pieces of bread in separate sealed
containers. The one is placed in sunlight, the other darkness.
After four days, there is mould on the ,piece of bread placed in
sunlight; but no Mould'on the bread.that is in the dark.

Conclusion! Mould needs light to grow.
k

Actually, it is probably_. unfair to put this item, which comes from a

lest -that-professes-to-measure-sci&tT attiludesT-scr-clase-to-one-on

critical thinking. However, the similirtiy between the two is pro-

nounced. As evident; the content is scientific, but beneath that,, and

not buried very deeply, is a straightforward commonsense argument which

can be unpicked with straightforward. commonsense reasoning. After all,

there is nothing particularly scientific about, the idea of comparing

things in a way that will reduce the possible interference of other

factors. This may sound a little. strange, for we seem to be edging

towards the view thit there may be nothing special about scientific

reasoning that warrants setting it aside from other sorts Of reasoning.

16
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One might' even feel that much of what we believe critical thinking in

science to be is straightforward puzzle-solving and logic- wielding.

Standard Interpretations of Thinking in Science

Discdssions of science curricula frequently refer ta the distinction

between "science content" and "science process." So far as I. can

"gather, "science content" refers to such things as theories, findings,

and-the-111T-TiNieh, in my schooldays, seemed to be the entire compass

of-the science curriculum. "Science content" then embraced the proper-
,

ties of sulphur, the atomic theory (or at least one version of it),

laws of .friction, cell thekiry, and much,' much more. "Science process"

is a term applied to what it is thought that scientists do (or did) to

generate this vast array of science content.- Scientists, we gather,,

.obser.ve_careflifly.,- aenerate and test hypotheses, control variables,

retain a' staunch allegiance to evidence '(rather than to what Others

might say), and are alwaysprePired to jettison a theory if it fails to

''

,

serve its purposee..Some_of this getfilackaged in theamiliar wrapping
.

of the "scientific method:" SometimeS, the disposition to.behave in a

. way that mimics the ideal scientist gets christened a "scientific atti-

tude." We don't have to look.very far to find- interpretations of

"science process" manifested in test items. For example, here are two

selected rather arbitrarily from different tests of science processes:

-1) Several similar rosebuds were selected for an experimedt.
Half the buds were placed.in a itre-of tap water; the. other half
were -pi ace d-fir-a--1-ftre-ofs-i mi-l-a r-ta p-wa teri n-which-a spifin _h a d

been dissolved. The most general hypothesis the experiment was
designed to test was., that aspirin-

, (A) will purify tap water.
(B) has an effect on-rosebuds.
(C) improves the appearance of rosebuds.

-,-(D) has the same effect on water as do rosebuds.

2) In order to prove that "Not all' things get bigger as you heat
them," which of the following would you need-to do?

(A) Find one thing that does not get bigger when it is
heated.

:11

,
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(B) Find all the things that do get bigger when it is
heated.

(C) Find one thing that gets bigger when it is heated.
(D) Find all the things that get bigger when they are

heated.

(E) Find all the things that do not change size when they
are heated.

. This picture of scientific' process or scientific thinking is

sur risin and 'temps one to think that all is well _here, especially

since the phrase "scientific process" is still very much a part of the

_science educator's language, even though it gets transformed into such

phrases as "scientific attitudes" or "inquiry skills" from one curricu-
.

lum to another. But that would.be a mistaken conclusion. All is not

well. A recent. research paper on critical thinking illustrates this

when it lists ainumber of fallacies allegedly relevant to the study of

inquiry in biology.' Among them:

..Assuming thatevents-that follow others are caused by them.
Drawing conclusions on the basis.of nonrepresentative
instances. I

4- Drawing. conclusions on the basis of very small and fortuitous
'differences.

Of "course, these fallacies are not the excluiive property of faulty

reasoning in -science. Errors of this sort can be made by lawyers,

historians and investors, to name a few.,. In fact, there is nothing

pecUllarly biological about the list at all, for the fallacies are tied

to rules of reasoning that are not dependent upgn context.

To a very large extent, we have reached the same conclusion -here

as we did preyiously, though this time the conclusion was arrived at by

examining some examples drawn from the field of :science education.

There is no longer merely a suspicion here, but apronounced disquiet,

4. A. Dreyfus and E. Jungwirth, "Students' Perception of the Logical
Structure of Curricular-as Compared with Everyday Contexts: .A Study of
Critical Thinking Skills," Science Education, vol. 64, no. 34 pp.
309-321.

18
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for critical thinking looks a lot like the- "science process" sort of

thinking. Both seem to be varieties of puzzle-solving or logic-

Actullly, when you think about it, there is no reason why the

discipline of science should have a monopoly in the critical.- thinking

market. ,A .detailed study of the letters of Benjamin Disraeli is no

1 ess rel i ant upon systematic_and_cr-i-ticalthink-i ngthanisathorough--

investigation of recognition behaviours- among fishes. The fact that

political theory and ichthyology employ different techniques to inves-

tigate different aspects of life provides 'sno grounds for saying that

one leans more heavily upon critical thinking than-the other. Science,

the argument might continue, is as dependent-upon critical thinking as

are literature, hiStory, and musicology.

The inescapable conclusion so far is that we have exhumed nothing

from these conventional ways of talking about thinking that is distincL

tively- scientific. All, that we have Seen applies equally to other
areas of the curriculum. But, before we abandon the view that science

education has no. particular 'claim on' teaching youngsters to think

critically, we need to step back. There must be something distinctive

-ahoucAl.thinking, in science, otherwise science would not stand as a

*Separate discipline.

A Radicilly Different A. roach. to Thinking of Scientific Thinkin

Looking back on it all,'.1 am astonished that as science educators we
have been sedu,;:ed into believing that 'thinking in science simply

i nvol ves p uzz Te=s-oi ving, ogic-wi edi ng; anda =dashof:---"sc-ienti fic-
method;" whatever that might be. It is irOnic that we have uncriti-

cally adopted for "scientific thinking" a version of "critical think-

ing." But -although puzzle-solving and logic-wieldiiig do not help us
disti,ng&ish "scientific thinking" from disciplined thinking generally,

we must 'not forsake the quest 'for what_ is Unique_about"scienti-fic

thinking." Accordingly, I propose to approach the topic from a star-

19
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tlingly different (though not original) viewpoint. We must begin by

looking at what scientific knowledge is all about.

The clearest way to illustrate sOmething of the basis of scien-

tific knowledge is to share
1
another piece of classroom discussion. The

following extract is from a grade 4 science lesson., The teacher has

been introducing a classification system and has arrived at a distinc-

t ion-between-14-v-ing-and-non1-1-v-i ng-th e-n ext-d i-s ti n

ahead.'

"reacher: Now,. we are going to leave.the nonliving things for
later and study just the living things.

(Writes "living" on the board)

-.--., Now, let's divide all the _living things into two divisions.

Into What-two divisions can we divide every living thing? Every
living thing-is-either a or a ? Lucy, give me one'
division.

Lucy: People?

Teacher: People are just part of one of the two divisions.

----7-----
Peter: Plants and animals.

Teacher: Good fur you, Peter. That =s right. Every living thing,
in this world is either plant or animal. People, Lucy, are
animals, so they fit in this division.

. Lucy: People aren't animals, they're humans.
o.-

Teacher: -,People are animal s, the same as dogs and cats and 'so'

(Much laughter, and several loud objections by a large number of
children speaking simultaneously. It,appears that they disagree
with this last statement.)

... People are animals. What's wrong with that? ,They're not
planti, are they?

. Jimmy: But people talk, and have two legs and arms, and move and
can think. Animals aren't like-that.

(Laughter)

20
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. Teacher: People do think, and this makes them one of the highest
forms of animals, but they are still animals.".1 . And other
animals communicate with one another.

(Several children are noisy and visibly disturbed)

. . , That's enough. People are animals. Now maybe it would
help if we looked at the differences between plants and animals.
What are the differences? There are at least three that you could
'name.

-(And the lesson continues.)

Quite obviously, something is going wrong in this lesson. Lucy's

contention that people'aren't animals is at odds with the teacher's

'declaration that they are.. Of course, there may be many possible

cogent explanations of Lucy's emphatic rejection of the teacher's

statement, but no satisfactory explanation can be built on the grounds

that either Lucy or the teacher is somehoW defitieht in logic-wiJlding

or puzzle-solving. Some other exOsanation is called for. I believe

the'most coherent explanation focuses on.language and knowledge.

In Lucy's world, we can imagine, conceptual, distinctions have been

Made between people and animals, because it is important to make these

distinctions. (Why else would we make distinctions unless 'they were

important to us?) For Lucy, then, people are not animals; their

features and habits -are different of course, but, more significantly,

members of the- two sets occupy distinctive positions, probably by

'virtue of the different relationships she perceives that. they have tox,s

N her. None of this is surprising; indeed+ Jimmy appears able to articu-

l'at a some of the differences thit are evident to him in his world,

This 's quite acceptable, for in our everyday use of language around.

the hoMe, farm, and streets we wield the -conceptual distinctions in.

precisely' the way that Lucy and Jimmy do. Why, then, is Lucy- sox,
'persistent in pressf7g her viewpoint?

Perhaps- Lucy jushas trouble with scientific terminology; but

that explanation doesn't Os -the matter far enough. The essence of

21
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.the disagreement is that neither party apparently iaderstands that the

concept "animaris just that, a concept. Furthe,, neither seems to

see that the word "animal" is part of two classification systems, or
,taxonomies: a 'scientific one, and an "everyday",one. The elements of
such systems, which .we invent, do not :1:Icessarily w;hibit unique

relationships with what we come across in the world. Indeed, because

we construct them for different purposes, it is likely that different

taxonomies will give different meanings to specific wordS. Lucy's

taxonomy lisorts'out her world, and the teacher's taxonomy sorts out the

world according to how science sees it. So, both LuCy and-the teacher

tarecright,,thOugh unknowingly they are each using one part of two tax-

onomies for different *poses.

rn this we see something very fundamental about scientific
thinking: it is a human invention which involves using language to

paint the perceptual .world in a very particular and disciplined
fashion. This is the foundation upon which the.radically different

approach to viewing "scientific thinking" is to be erected.

.
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N7 SOMETHING ON THE.NATURE OF SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE

Scientific knowledge. is a very specific and disciplined way of con-

structing the' world. According to this view, which we can term

"constructionist," we construct our own realities. Some of these.

realities are widely public; these are the disciplines. In any disci-

pline reality is constructed out of a network of concepts, principles,

explanations and theories, which are all human inventions The sorts

"constructs" that are used, the ways in which they are developed and

tested, and the purpose they serve distinguish the disciplines one from

another.

The purpose of science is to construct generalized models to

explain and predict natural phenomena. The constructions should match

data consistently; frequently they must be precisely formulated. (often

mathematically). And the concepts are meant to' be free of willful

1 behaviour. Other disciplines will show differenCei: history does not

I

strive for claims about action that can be generalized but for

detailed explanations of particular actions. Art constructs a world

1 differently again. As disciplines evolve, so the 'rules change. Yet

disciplines are rule-bound, and thus yield public knowledge which is as

strikingly different from private knowledge as Lucy's
_
knowledge is

.different from her teacher's.

This. view of knowledge in science comes from philosophy. A very

eedable and far fuller account is available in Stephen Toulmin's The

22.
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-Philosophy W' Science. Fore.prisent purposes, his arguments cans be

set aside and replaced by some thoughts on what this "constructionist"

view of scientific knowledge implies.

Are.There Really Black Holes? or, "How could you ever tell anybody if

you happened into one?"

For me, the most tantalizing concept in contemporary astronomy is the'

black hcle. To some, I am sure:" it is deeply puzzling to think that

there are "objects" in space which can never be seen, touched, or

sensed, simplybecadse'they attract so fiercely- that nothing escapes

their maw, not even light. How, then, do we know they are there? Now

that's an awkward question, largely because Its an inappropriate one:

we are not really claiming_knowledge of their presence when we say

there are black holes. Instead, we are claiming that the only coherent

way we can explain certain pliehomena is if we invent the concept of

black holes having properties that do not 'violate any of the major

Components of our present construction of the universe. ScieAce is the

creation of human beings.

Our total range of .concepts are first and foremost language

devices. "Genes," "tachyons;" " black holes," and "schizophrenia" are

terms-that have been. invented for the specific purpose of satisfying

our need to explain and to predict, and to be able to_talk_to_each

otherabout our explanations and predictions. Of course the better the

concepts are, the more "rear they.seem.. (And, indeed, some can eviii-

tually be used to describe real entities.) But the basis of scientific

knowledge remains firmly fastened to the idea,ihat we invent our know -

'l edge. .

Not only are our concepts formulated by ourselves, but:so are our

theories, explanations, and principles. So it is that theories and

explanations are-not, strictly speaking, true or false; right or wrong;

rather, they conform or-do not conform with our observations, and they

are judged on their usefulness to our attempts to construct a4redict-

24
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able, scientific world about which we can make generalizations.

Theories that have fallen into disuse are just that; it's not a matter

of ;their being wrong, it's simply that we.have found them to be less

useful to us now than they were when they were first developed,.
"'4ytt

There is an interesting offshoot of the constructionist conception
.

of scientific knowledge which .bears directly upon the concerns of
science educators. I identify it as the "theories-learned-in-school"

syndrome, which appears either in the form of a university student
,

telling a former grade 13 chemistry teacher about discovering that the

atomic theory learned in grade 13 was wrong, orsin the form of univer-
sity'', science teachers complaining that they have to get their first-

Year 'students to unlearn'all their school chemistry. What seems to
hive been'missed here, by all parties, is that theories or models are

not right or wrong but of Variable usefulness depending upon the
phendmena we wish to expiain.and the amount of sophistication we wish
to build into the model.: Presumably, if the constructionist view 'of

knowledge were to prevail,,)this 'dtfficulty at the high school and

university interface would be mollified-. rte

\

If. teachers and texts in schools continually made it clear that

models AO theories of increasing complexity are generated to deal with

increasingly diverse and complicated %observations, then students

entering university vould be prepared 'to anticipate novel and. more

refined models. If 'some, students are evidently getting the message

that part of their high school science is "wrong," then they must have

- acquired or developed -an inadequate'and misleading view of scientific
c, knowledge, one that leave; them"disadvantaged"when it comes to scien-

tific thinking. The can't comprehend the context of scientific
1.

knowledge, and are unable4g4 cope with the notion that theories and
models change. Imagine trying( t, tell a youngster that the plum-pud-

ding model of the atom has beenafsupplanted by another, when he or she
had no idea as to wh# went into developing the model in the first

place, butlearned.it in the naive belief that scientists really knew
0
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what*the atom was like. "Scientists were wrong! My teachers were
wrce!" There would be no intellectual engagement, just bewilderment.

and distrust.
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THE CONTEXT'OF SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE: fDUCATION OR INDOCTRINATION?

The constructionist view demands we recognize that the language we use

in conveying science to youngsters will deteriine whether linot they

understand scientific knowledge. The crucial point is the context of

the language, the significant elements of ylhich are:

I. Knowledge is- constructed by people.'

2. Theories, principles, *libations, models and postulated 1

entities ere-constructed-by us, and not handed to us by nature. .
,

....;---,-
3. The nature of _these constructions is controlled by -a set of-------
rules: _among-'these_is_the-determination-that the construction fi -t
the data, it is intended-to deal with..

-Out of this flows the necessary and unavoidable implication that

science -has not the logical -AbSolutk7t-OUthOttiple might

have tiiought. Psychologically, it may be very appealing and,satisfyirig

to think that science provides a_ hot-line to reality. But the fact 'is

that ,it doesn't, even ,though scientists and others may well find

themselves- driven zealously by a passion for uncovering _absolute truth.

ThisThiS ,is part orthe psychology of science. From a logical point of

view, ihough, the discipline -of science strives :for something impor-

tantly different from absolute truth: it ,Strives fotr increasingly

useful constriction' of nature ujion which predictions and generalize-

. tiOdi can be based. This is notIto say that at some point we are not

entitled to develop our own" thoughtful judgments about the relation-
-

ships 'between scientific constructions and reality. Undoubtedly, as we.

26.
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develop intellectually, so we develop, more sophisticated beliefs about

our own/views. But this point is not to be taken.as offering aid and

comfort to science educators who are committed to the view that science
y

really does tell us what- goes on in the perceptual world. On the
_

--- -contrary, the science teacher must be sure to presedt scientific know-

ledge in such a, way that his or her students cari begin, to develop an

understanding of its basis.

Anyteachingthat.denies students access to what makeS science

tick automatically limits their opportunity to make a deliberate and

fully reasoned judgment about their own beliefs. In the classroom,

whatever pre-empts the learner's judgments can only be chiracterized as

miseducational, if not indoctrinaire.

The Importance of-Making Context Clear'

The:preceding brief journey into the nature of scientific .knowledge

demonstrites how important it is to make explicit the context, of

language used in teaching and in, curriculum materials. At base, we

need to!pecome accustomed to talking in such a way that a plain dis- .

etigtion is alWays made between what we have invented (in the way of

concepts and theories) and what nature has given us. Without the

separation the context'of scientific knowledge is lost.

taking_a look

at a fragment from another lesson, this time grade 9. In a previous

extract, we saw a striking example of how the.smeaning of language in

science can be so different'from that of our everyday conversation.
. -

BLit do youngsters pick up that difference, and so fully possess the

fundamental4 of scientific and_ critical thinking, or does it wash over

them?. You be the judge.

"Heating Mercuric Oxide" 1

The dialogue occurs after an "experiment" in which samples of mercuric

oxide were heated in test tubes by students. Predictably enough, the
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---"toeher has managed to get the class to agree that the oxygen-which

rekindled the'glowrig splint came from the mercuric OXide. Let's join

the discussion.

0

Teacher: But how is the oxygen in mercuric oxide? Mercuric oxide
doesn't look-Tike oxygen. Mercuric oxide doesn't look like
Mercury, So how-can it have mercury and oxygen inside it? Paul.

Paul: When, er, 'when you get a solid, all the molecules are
tightly attached; when you heated it, it split up.

Teacher: So, what Paul thinks is this. When we have mercuric
oxide, we've got molecules of mercury and molecules of oxygen all
packed in here, tightly like.this.

(He draws a diagram.)
Asi

Then when we heat this- up, what's'going to happen to this, Paul?

Paul: It's going to start breaking up... will start sort of
breaking apart.

Jeather!- They're 46thg-tO start breaking apart, and we'll get the
molecules of mercury over here, and the molecules of oxygen over
here.

(He draws.)

They'll eparate. Does that seem reasonable?

C 29 ----
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This is fascinating: ,In one swift step we move to an explanation of

chemical change that relies heavily on a familiar language, though the

'.language itself (as we know, bUt the youngsters may not) carries with
it a vast and intricate conceptualization of molecular structure and
kinetics. There is nothing in the language that signals to the
listeners and participants that it moves between conceptualization and
data. These significantly different parts of the discipline of science

are here inseparably joined, and-all concerned are left with no choice

but to think that this "breaking' down of a molecule" is what really

happens when we heat this orange stuff. (In talking with the teacher,
I discovered that the context of scientific knowledge had not been
eiplAined in'previous instruction either.) We can see how easy it is

1

for the language of the science classroom to thoroughly misrepresent

.the basis of scientific knowledge.

3 0



-HOLDING SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE

The ability to think critically in science and about science must be

firmly based on an understanding of how the English language-is used in

science and how its context is to be taken as a construction of

reality: But its not enough to let the matter rest here, fqr. there

are other essential. components to.disciplined scientific thinking which

contribute to how we hold scientific knowledge. Thus, if we want our

itudents,to acquire a facility in scientific and/or critical thinking,

these factors should be transmitted to them.-

Probably; the reader's initial reaction will be: "Ah, now we get

to the, part about the "five steps of the scientific method." Wrong.

---QIITtr-fraikly,,1---firia-the "scientific mettio-d"veryfiretome.Fitst,

the history of science shows that the scientific method does not seem

to lead to.mind-boigling conceptual novelties. (In fact, we are likely

forced to describe such "discoveries" according to a logical step-wise

progression simply becauseit is far easier to follow a tale when it is

told like that. An ex post facto explanation of how we solved puzzles
4

similar to those given earlier probably doesn't come close to desrib7

ing what we might think happened in our heads.).. Second, in just the

sameway that science doesn't have the corner on the critical thjnking

market, it doesn't have the corner on the scientific method market.,

Indeed, there is every good reason to, think that the monopoly is held

elsewhere, in the international corpoi44 glint of.. all disciplined.

1' intellectual inquiry. .

30
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I hold that, basic to critical thinking in science (and, I admit,

in every intelleCtual sphere), is the ability to-make judgements for

oneself. This ii a serious undertaking, and must be approached with

responsibility'and thoughtfulness.' As a result; it is necessary to set

the fl) tion of making judgements for oneself distinctly apart from other

ideas-about scientific thinking or critical thinking. This is done by,

inventing the idea of intellectual independce, which we can define in

the following way: 's
9

A person can be Said to be intellectually independent when he or
she has all the resources necessary for judging the truth of
knowledge independently of other people.

DoWstless, professional scientists use this capability when they

study retearch papers. they know the theoretical background to the

research, 'and_so can judge, whether or-not the reported, experimental

work is apt. Alsor, ;they use their understanding of the relationship

between evidence and thearyr6rWhilt constitutes'adequate evidence,,and

of flawless argument, to assess the significance of the research. Of

course, for the scientist, a basic part of intellectual Independence

comes froinan understanding' of the language of ,science, both its

content and, more ,importantly, its context.

Wecan -reptiiint on a sCilitfie ways in which people hold scien-

tific knowledge. At one extreme will be those who naively and uncrit-

ically accept every piece -of scientific-knowledge-as absolutely true,

Without giving any lhought to the grounds which make that knowledge

acceptable to the scientific community. At the other extreme will be

those whose understanding of the nature of scientific knowledge permits

them to view knowledge as made by us, and whose familiarity with the

diiciplinary rules of science gives them the wherewithal to make sound

and independent judgements about knowledge;

In the face of the quantity of Information generated in the

discipline, it is obviously desirable to equip'all science students,

32'
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whether they plan to specialize in:science or not, with the leans for0

being intellectually independent about science. How can this be done?

Another Look at "Heating.Mercuric Oxfdem

The focus here, again needs to be on teaching, with'emphasis on what can

be learned because i is;pi-ovided In the teaching. We can get a good

feel foil' what needs o be present in teaching, if it is to provide

intellectual indepen ce, by examining some further extracts from

"Heating Merctiric Oxide."

This extract occurs close to the beginning of the lesson. Here

students are reporting their observations.

Teacher: How,many other people observed a red stage in herke?

(Several hands are raised.)

... Okay, so I guess those are jour observations: a sort of a, a
dark, brick red color and then'slowlysgoing to black, eh? Jackie.

Jackie: Ours turned from the red to brown. . .

Teacher: Jackie sai.her test tube turned a kind of brown color
as well. It might have been because the test tube was dirty.

Jackie: dust a brown color.

Teacher: Did you notice it in spots around, or was it all that
color?

Jackie: It was just spots around.

1

Teacher: That might be because your test tube might have been a
bit dirty. If it had been the whole thing, then maybe, but not
that way.

T

(The teacher proceeds to another paint.)

It may well be the case that Jackie's observation fails to coincide

with our expectations of the way- nature ought to behave, yet the

fashion in which it is ruled as irrelevant bears no resemblance to how

we operate scientifically. 9orJackie, her observation is irrelevant

33.
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-because the teacher said so, and it is plain that she is offered no

choice here but to be intellectually dependent upon het' teacher for

judgements about the worth of her observation.

The next, and last, extract follows shortly after the very first
one, in

I

which the

point that the me

fJrent from what'

circles were. drawn. The teacher has just made the

rcuric oxide splits up in a way that.is quite dif-

happens whenwater ist, heated and converts to water
vapour.

Teacher: Instead of thinking of mercuric oxide as being molecules
of oxygen packed closely to molecules of mercury, let's think of

oxide, since it's matter - mercuric oxide's matter. How
doi we know mercuric oxide is matter? Ruth?

Ruth: All matter is molecules? Q

Teacher: Well, do we know mercuric oxide is molecules? George.

Ruth: Yes.

Teacher: Have you seen one? How 40'we know mercuric oxide:is
matter? George.

George: Because it has weight and takes up space.

' Teacher: Good. Now if mercuric oxide is matter, what's it made
up of? Jackie.

Jackie: Molecules.

Teacher: So let's figure out . .

(Draws the diagram and-labels it "Mercuric oxide molecule.")

... We've got a mercuric oxide molecule here. . . That's a
mercuric oxide molecule. It's got a bump on it. Can you, think
what that bump could be?
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Richard (quietly): A growth.

Teacher: Linda.

,Linda: Oxygen.

Teacher: Well, what's this big part then?

Linda: Mercury.

Tealher: 'Okay.

(Labels the parts of the diagram "mercury" and "oxygen.")

Mercury'and oxygen what? Mercuric oxide could, be made up of
mercury and oxygen.__Butomercury-and oxygen what? Stan.

Stan: Molecules?

Teacher: No. There's another pOsiibility. . . If it isn't
made up of molecules, what's it madi up of? It . . .

Ann: Atomit
1

The teacher then moved to a description of what happens when this

"thinels heated. There was no discussion of,the model itself.

Two points are worth making here. First is the absence of any

real argument to establish that mercuric oxide is considered to exist

as a_Alolecule

molecules. Ruth, George; and Jackie who are supplying the "correct"

missing links, perhaps sense that their participation-serves only to

take the teacher along_ his own agenda. Richard's sotto voce "a growth"

seems fitting,-and gives rise to the secor!! point: nothing whatsoever

is.done.for the students so they!Can see that this representation has

any validity at all.

There.is no attempt to make the model appear plausible by 'showing

how' we' think it fits the data Instead, the central' model in the

teacher's presentation is parachuted into the discussion. in such a way

that the students are left intellectually dependent, upon the teacher

for most of' the argument. Nere,'perhapi more clearly than elsewhere,

1
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we see that assessin argument (using critical thinking) is not just a

matter of wielding lo is or solving puzzles. To judge what i -s avail-

able to this grade 9 class, we have to view the argument from a per-,

'spective which incor orates an underttandirig of the nature' of 'scien-

'tific knowledge and hinking: Froin that angle we are obliged to

acknowledge that ther is little or no opportunity here for youngsters
to develop and use intellectual independence. Moreover, the language'

itself offers a distorted view. of him to argue scientifically.

Intellectual Independence

In my collettion of science lesson transcripts there are many more

examples- of teaching that leave youngsters intellectually dependent

upon their teacher. For norwe can pass-overkthese and, ty reflecting

on what We have seen, come to list the sorts of moves a teacher has to

adopt to encourage intellectual independence. When the. following
features are present in teaching, we can be assured that something is

being.dOne to. show how scientific knowledge is appropriately held and
handled:

a) Evidence is provided in support of claims.

b)- The argument is present.

- c) Coirespondence of diagram or model to phenomena is demon-
strated by argument andby'evidence.

d) Igquate reasons aresgiven.for accepting or rejecting a
student's.statement or response.

. , .'e) Suggestions, uestions, an\ dLobjections by students are
- honoured'and treated with.regard to reason.

.

11.-,There,is provision for students
recourse to phenomena, about.the via

,and explanations:

to make judgements, by
tlity of models, theories,

- Alternative models, theories, and explanations are provideld
_permit students- to make-judgement§ among'them.

h) BiScrepancies_ in observations or evidence are rationally
resolved.

4
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Recall also that scientific knowledge is constructed by human beings

and, by extension, our theories, principles, explanations, construc--

tIons and postulates are too. Our constructs are controlled byyules,

- among these being the determination that the constr1ictions fit the
/data.

Teaching iildturriculum:materials which voice these points clearly

prOVide youngsters with what Is'fundaMental to thinking critically and

scientifically.

e
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ENDINGS AND BEGINNINGS/

' It i s l i key that the'points made in this paper may not be acceptable

to everyone. So, rather thin ending, with a flourishing summary, I wish

to note down'some of the more contentiou point's in a way that is

designed to 'or c4

ez

coke discussion. In add tion, I will suggest some

practical steps that can be taken to investigate some of the issues,

and to address hem in scienceteaching. (References listed at the end

may be helpful to you.)

Let us-b in with the argument itself.- ;

I. The argument started with an account of the growth of knowledge:

a) In your teaching area or area of interest, how much has

knoWledge grown over the last five or ten years?

2. Next, I'argued that most of what we mean by critical or scientific
thinking-is basically puzzle-solving and logic-wielding.-

a). Gan you find examples of "thinking" in lessons, quizzes, or
Classroom tests and assignments which cannot be seen as
guzzle-solving and logic- wielding?

b) Try taping and transcribing a lesson, and then ask, "What'
sorts of thinking appear to be demanded by the teacher?"

3. I steadfistly avoided any reference to the psychology of thinking
or low people think;" because this literature is connected very
lirg ly to the Sorts of.thinking manifested'in the test items 1
alrepdy seen, and for the folloWing reason: The effort to build
theories which explain human thinking is not entirely relevant to
eduqation, because theories that answer the question "How do you
think?", simply cannot come close to answering the question-1110w
shoilld' we thinkrt What do you think?

10
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4. I demonstrated that the basis of scientifir, knowledge had to do
with understanding that science constructed a world. This, I
claimed, ought to be evident in the way we speak of concepts,
theories and explanations as being formulated by humans.

a) 'What iee..the dangers, if any, ,of failing to provide
youngsters -with an appropriate aderstanding of the context
of scientific knowledge? :'

b).What isan-appropriate context?
c) What do youngsters currently understand about toe nature of

.stientific"knowledge? (See belch/ for ways to investigate
this question.)

.

5. Last, Iurged that science teaching make provision for youngsters
to be intellectually independent so that they have the equipment
to make judgements about scientific knowledge for themselves.

a) Does teaching currently make provision for intellectual
i independence? Do textbooks? (See below for some

.:Suggestions for answering these questions.)
b) If we don't stimulate intellectual independence, are we

miseducating our youngsters? (This,demands a consideration
of what we mean byVeducation.")

c) Can we, and.shouldwe, be intellectually independent? (This
leads to the broader question of what it means to live as a
responslble member of society, abiding by its conventions.)

What is the Present State of Affairs?

My argument has been illustrated with examples drawn from science

lessons. No pretence is being made that these excerpts represent the

contemporary state. of sciente teaching; instead;the material draws

attention to certain features of intellectual independence and the

context of'the.language of science by pointing to dialogue and asking,

"What can learners get from this?" Yet, one cannot read transcripts

like these without'wondering how much of science teaching resembles

such excerpts and what youngsters currently understand about.the nature

of scientific knowledge.. Here are, two rather different approaches that

you can take to getting a feel for the prbsent state of affairs.

1. The first approach is to examine some teaching. you begin by
identifying a science teacher who is willing to have you tape a
lesson. (It could be one of your own lessons.): Tape the lesson,.
and then transcribe it., Next use the features of intellectual
independence and your knowledge of the context of the lesson to
analyze the transcription to see whether it provides for intellec-

39
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tual independence or intellectual dependence. This work'will take
sometime, and you may wish to repeat it for.other lessons. If
your interest in this approach to analyzing educational phenomena
is sparked, t6, the same sort of technique on a few chapters of
the science textbooks that are presently used in school science
programs at all levels. I won't be so presumptuous as to $redict
what you'll. find, but I'll hazard a guess that you'll be *try
intrigued;

2. The second approach asks, "Why don't we try to describe how
youngsters in science courses understand terms liketheory, model,
scientific law, principle, and concept ?" This is not as easy as-
it mightsoundbecause if we simply ask youngsters to expliin
what is meant by "theory" (by_ giving them a questionnaire, say),
then we may.get a stilted' definition of what'they think'Ne want,
them to know a theory to be. All of this will be given without

k the context of their understanding. So, the procedure must be
clinical. One'approach would be to work with a single yOungster,
posing theollowing sorts of questions with a tape recorder
running: P

a) When we speak of Newton's laws of motion, what,do you think
is meant 'by "law"?' .11)

b) What sort of thing.is.a theory in science? You can use an
example to explain to me what you understand the term
"theory' to mean.'

,c) When we talk in science about "fundamental particles" (or
any other conceptual entiWthe interviewer thinks may

P elicit interesting information) what do you think a
7f scientist means? Does he or she mean that these particles

are really there or4is there some other implication?

Questions14p these will need to be followed by others in an effort to

thoroughly grasp what the student understands. This is a:lengthy

process, and a single interview of say, 45 minutes may turn out to

serve no other function than to show how the interviewing techniques

could bt improved. You might want to. work with children of different

ages to get an idea of a developing understanding. When all the tapes

are 'collected, they must be carefully listened to, and if you think

that the children's understanding is inadequate, it is the clearest

indicator of a problem for science education to address.
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What Changes Can be Made? - N.

A great difficulty with what I'm advocating is the real chance that

curriculum change will be thwarted simply because there is-insufficient
I

time, to add anything ,on the _nature of scientific knowledge -to an
,- '---i-- ,

alreidy overburdened curriculum: I want to take two d*Oferent
.

F

approaches to this problem, therfirst being more abrupt than the

!Second.:

ifwhat r h'ive said abolit Ahe fundamentals of,scientiActhinking

is ,truly_valuable, then, it has to be incorporated within the school

science curriculum. If this curriculum IS already full, then some of

the material must be Aliscarded, to be replaced by units which introduce

,Siudents to the nature ofiscience. This could probably be achieved -in

the junior-and intermediate levels without great loss. Certainly, such

.'unitt,muit.becavailable, to all rtudents, whether or not they plan-to

specialize in science, because leaving the matter until grade 12 or 13

is=sbOewhat akin to closing, stable doors after the horses have escaped'.

However, major changes like this are unlikely' to take place, and an

alternative ought to be offerecUfdr consideration.

There is no reasom why great strides towards intellectual inde-

pendence cannot 'be maddl through m Ito our present

teaching. We must speuil: of theories as inventions, we must remind

learners that scientific.Constructions are models of reality and not

more, and we must be sure that we offer evidence for our claims and

deal with our students' contributions in a rational-manner. In short,

we must discard the motto "Don't do as f do, but do as I say'Xrd make

"Do as I do" a template for our teaching.

This sort-of approach -can be run through-a year's programs, but it

will reach learners only if they have a' context for the language. So

it is important during a course, particularly at the beginning, to set

time aside (perhaps one or two.periods) for teaching; very clearly the

nature of scientific theories'. This can be achiOed without loss of

precious "content-time""by working an emphasis on the nature of science

4
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into the first unit of a course. (Sources for this type of approach

are given'below.) In this way, we can be- .confident that our teaching

coincides with the basis of_scieatific thinking and so allows students .

to pick up.and-use this signifidant facility.

Below, I suggest-a
1

few' questions that could-be considered when

beginning a new course

1; Is it possible to adapt the first few lessons in several units
throughout a course, and especially ate -the beginning of a course,
so that an,emphasis on the nature of science is provided?,

2. What sorts of teaching content and strategy would worIC.Well
here?

3. (For-those who do attempt -to -make -a- change -as indicated in
questionsil and 2.),, On the basis of talidng with-youngsters
individually, do you detect .a better understanding of the nature
of scientific knowledge?

_ 1.
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APPENDIX: AN Mg ATED LIST OF SOURCES

Hugh Munby, "Analyzing Teaching, for Intellectual Independence," in

Seeing Curriculum inli2New Light: Essays From Science Education, ed.

'Hugh'.Munby, Graham Orpwood and Thomas Russell, Ontario Institute for

Studies in Education, Toronto, 1980. This paperback is aimed at those

inteeested°in a variety of educational phenomena. The chapter cited

her contains Oulf treatment of intellectual independence, along with

a Substantial analysis of transcribed lessons..,

Hugh Munby; "Some Implications of Language in Science Education,"

Science Education, vol. 60,, no. 1, 1976. My paper takes Toulmin's

account of the nature of scientific knowledge and applies it to some

extracts from science textbooks.--The failure of the texts to indicate

the special context ofLianguage-in science and the confusing implica-

tions, for a reader is-revealed.

Douglas Roberts, The Mole as an Explanatorp49ncept: How Do You

"Know a.Mbie if You See-One?, Department of CurricOlum, Ontario Insti-

tute fin. Studies in-Education, Toronto, 1972. This booklet is a sample

teaching unit expressly designed to give emphasis to the nature of

science wherl teaching the mole'concept It contains text material and

corresponding discussion material.

Douglas Roberts and Graham Orpwood, Properties of Matter: A

Teacher's Guide to Alternative Versions, Ontario Institute for Studies

in Education, Toronto, 1979. the real strength of this publication,
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from the Intermediate Science Curriculum.. Project, is that it shows how

a lesson can be taught in three different ways, each to give a partic-'

ular,and different emphasis. The first of these is the "Nature -of-

Science Emphasis,"

-1

'Stephen Toullmin, The Philosophy of Science: An Iritroduction,

Harper and'Row, New York, 1960. Available in paperback, this boOk

contains the most readable account of the nature of scientific

knowledge that I know. The approach taken is to examine geometric ,

optics, and the language is not technical. The 'book would make

excellent required reading for science students in grades 12 and 13',
/an/d for first-year univirsity_students.


